Issue 27
NEW APPOINTMENTS that all political parties
restructuring government
could not fathom them.
to get rid of the old
New British Union
Even today, the selfpolitical parties and yet
National Liaison Officer serving tired old political give every one of the
Canada
parties and their hacks
English people
still don't understand
representation in
My name is David Clark, I Mosley's ideas.
parliament are exciting.
have been asked to take I particularly liked his
Imagine a houswife,
on the duties of a National thoughts on preserving
industrial worker, white
Liaison Officer for Canada. green space. Canada is
collar worker, doctor,
A new email where you
far behind England in
nurse, fisherman, and so
can reach me will be
losing our green spaces forth having a
ready in a day or two. It but much is being
representative in
will be
concreted over even here. parliament. Parliament
NBUCanada.18@shaw.ca I also particularly liked
then, would not be a selfMosley's ideas on
serving monolithic
The Leader has asked me preserving farmland and combative entity that
to say a few words about encouraging more organic never gets anything done.
my background. I am now farming and supporting
a writer. I am currently
family farms. There is a
working on a book about bumper sticker I have
the fascist parties of
seen here; "No Farms, No
England and Canada in
Food" and yet the political
the inter-war period. I
parties keep allowing
worked in government for subdivisions of farm land.
over 30 years. I am
Mosley's thoughts on
university educated. I am keeping the costs of
descended from English health care down seem
people who left England in very real to me. He
the 1600's and again in
encouraged fitness at all
1906.
levels, from children to
I became aware of the
seniors, in order to keep
revolutionary ideas of Sir obesity, diabetes and
Oswald Mosley while in
other diseases down and
university. His ideas were keep people out of the
so far ahead of his time in hospitals.
the 1930's to the 1960's Finally, Mosley's ideas on
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NBU Regional Officer
South England
It's not glamorous work members are to making a
but someone has to do it change in our
and it's great fun. I am a communities to make
them as best as they can.
Vegan and have always
been involved with animal
I hope that the policies
rights/welfare
organisations, hunt sabs, and acts of the New
British Union don’t go to
animal aid, etc. I am a
committed Christian and waste and we can create
currently training with the an ideal by and for British
Church of England. I am a people where we can
member of "The Gideons reunite our communities
and our society.
International" Christian
business men's
association. I have a
daughter,Sarah 34, who is
an assistant practitioner
at the eye unit at a
General Hospital and my
My name is Ken Kearsey, son Adam, 32 also works
at the General as a
I've always been
maintenance engineer.
politically aware and
active. As a young man I
NBU Youth Corp Leader
was idealistic and naïve
and joined the Socialist
My name is Louie
Workers party aged
sixteen. I was a member Kingsbury my father is
of the Labour party during South West Regional
Officer Ken Kingsbury.
my years working for
I’m a firm believer of
Royal Mail as a training
Fascism and I have been
officer. My journey to
for a long time, I’ve seen
Fascism has been a
many people slander the
gradual one over the
acts of Fascism under
years as it's become
increasingly apparent that scapegoating and other
excuses but I feel that it’s
Socialism/Communism
and the left generally do an idealistic way of
not have the solutions to building a nation. I’ve
our nation's problems and actually been thoroughly
concerns. I now work for impressed that a group
like the New British Union
a small family contract
cleaning business mainly exists and that we’re
bringing Fascism from
carrying out work for
social services, horders, Mosley’s era to ours and
evictions, adaptations etc. how devoted all the
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newspaper. For one of
Imperium Europa and which Mr Lowell was
Norman Lowell.
sentenced to two years
imprisonment suspended
for four years. Norman
Who is Norman Lowell? Lowell explains and
emphasizes that Europe
Norman Lowell is the
must be united. From
originator of the highIreland to Vladivostok. To
political movement
Mosley supporters this
established in Malta in the IDEA immediately rings a
year 2000. From an early bell. For Mosley already
age Mr Lowell met
proposed it, but couldn’t
important people in the
implement it, - for one
political spectrum.
simple reason: The ‘Iron
Including those that were curtain’.
very close to Sir Oswald The ‘Iron Curtain’ made it
Mosley. Including Jeffrey impossible for Sir Oswald
Hamm, and also
Mosley to achieve his
corresponded for some
dream.
time with Sir Oswald
However, it is possible,
Mosley’s wife - Lady Diana very possible in the age
Mosley.
we are living in. But how
one may ask?

“For when Nations are
dead, Europe is born” Francis P Yockey. (Un
Europa delle regioni, e’
dei popoli). A Europe of
Regions and Peoples. All
organically independent –
each to his own, instead
of ‘one size fits all’.
With the IDEA of regions
and peoples, Europe
wouldn’t face another
fratricidal war between
European brotherhood –
Provoked by our internal
enemy, just like previous
two World Wars.
The ‘Imperium’ per se
would be divided in two;
‘Imperium’ and
‘Dominium’.

Imperium; The masculine
side of politics. Two
The current European
million of the very best
Union is at the lowest
sons of Europe, The Elite
level. - Economics and
would be chosen to lead
Finance.
Therefore, the ‘pyramid’ is Imperium Europa. They
topsy turvy. Therefore it would be chosen from the
top, by those who already
would soon, very soon
proved themselves, those
crumble since it has no
unifying IDEA. Yet, still it who have a high
panoramic view of Culture
can be changed from a
and High Politics – and
European Union (EU
Norman Lowell and Jeff
not democratically elected
Economic Union) to a
Hamm
from the bottom – voted
Nova Europa and then,
into an Imperium Europa. by those who do not have
any knowledge of
Imperium Europa, an
politics.
Unlike the present
IDEA first expressed and European Union, the
discussed in a series of
coming Imperium Europa The other side of
articles published in a
would have free regions Imperium Europa would
leading Maltese
instead of Nation States. be the ‘Dominuim’ - The
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feminine side of politics. imposition, but with the High Culture; Culture is a
In a broad outline this
example from the Elite.
fundamental issue when it
would be the regions as A ‘new’ Belief would be
comes to the people.
explained previously.
‘promoted’. - Christology. Higher Forms of Life, of
Regions all of which would In a broad outline it
culture would be
be protected and guarded distinguishes between
promoted. - Very different
by the ‘Imperium’.
Christ the Aryan and
from the culture we are
The Imperium would
Jesus the Jew. Christology living with. As Julius Evola
never dictate anything
would be the faith of the wrote; “E una rivolta
what should and what
common people. Malta
contro il mondo moderno”
shouldn’t be decided in
would be the spiritual
(A revolt against the
the regions. – They would focal point to all
modern world).
be free to maintain their Europeans. Just like
Traditions, customs,
Mecca is to the Muslims. From a very young age
dialects, regional laws. All
youths, who after all, are
such matters fall in the
Race; the ‘Imperium’
the future of our beloved
realm of the Dominium, would be an Imperium for Europa, would be taught
the Regions.
Europids only. To be
to love, respect and
qualified to live within the honour the heritage of
The Elite of Imperium
‘Imperium’ one must be their ancestry. Pay tribute
Europa would concern
of a European genetic
to their forefathers who
themselves solely on the background. And those
fought for them to live
following five
who do qualify would be today as Europids. And for
prerogatives:
able to live anywhere
them to understand that
within Imperium Europa. Europeans gave the world
Spirituality;
The Europeans per se are everything - and a world
Cosmotheism
divided into four subwithout Europeans, the
categories: Anglo-Saxons, world we now know and
Race; Anglo-Saxons,
Teutons, Slavs and Latins take for granted, would
Teutons, Slavs and Latins and the Imperium would seize to exist. Yes, the
encourage judicious
Elite would be the ‘Role
High Culture
intermingling of these
Model’ for the youth.
sub-races.
High Politics
High Politics; The word
High Politics is not
Spirituality; the
understood by the current
spirituality of the Elite
politicians – they are at
would be Cosmotheism.
the lowest level,
However, the common
concerning themselves as
people in the ‘Imperium’
to the next elections,
would be free to pick up
bickering among
and follow any religion
themselves. They have no
desired. The Semitic
vision. Politicians today
religions would gradually
Eman W Cross and
are superficial, obsessed
dissolve - not through
Norman Lowell
over superficial issues.
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And the people are kept
at the lowest level,
cheering football teams
and coloured players.
They do not know any
better. In the Imperium
such petty politicians
would naturally be
replaced with statesmen,

Nova Europa, eventually
Imperium Europa.
We Will Win!

tried and tested tactic
carried out by Mussolini's
Blackshirts back in the
twenties and used by
Eman W Cross.
Mosley in the thirties to
Imperium Europa
have people in place for
when crisis came about.
HOW NBU OPERATES
People not politicians isn't
l
just a slogan it is what
With the rapid growth in NBU is all about. This
leaders that were bred,
our movement I would
approach is low key and
destined for leadership
like to take this
often covert so not suited
and think ahead about the opportunity to explain our to would be politicians
real issues confronting the present situation for the interested only in flag
White Race.
benefit of new and some waving wearing rosettes
old members.
and thinking of how much
they can make! NBU want
NBU is not a political
people willing to work for
party, under the unfair
the benefit of our country
first past the post system and folk in their own
small parties can not hope communities
to win seats, UKIP after concentrating on local
25 years for example
issues and local politics.
have no MP's. We have no
interest in wasting time
Every officer is a local
effort and money fighting hero in my eyes, they
every five years in
have truly stood up to be
elections we will not win. counted. I cannot stress
enough how important it
Our aim is to get fellow
is to have people in place
fascists into town halls by ready to lead. You may
standing as Independent feel you are not achieving
Eman W Cross
candidates, which we
anything but nothing
At the European
have already had success could be further from the
Parliament
doing. Also members
truth. You are all
should join club/sports
inspirational , just talking
We in Malta representing committees, school
to people and breaking
the great IDEA are
councils, all types of
down barriers is a
confident that we will win community or
paramount important first
seats in the EU parliament campaigning groups, this step. Spreading the word
in May 2019. There, we way we will be laying
creates a sea in which we
will be a clarion call, a
concrete foundations for can swim.
magnet for all patriotic
the future. This was a
forces to come together
We are getting noticed,
and change this EU into
recently appearing on ITV
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This meant that everyone
Ireland and about to
generally got along. They THE QUIET REVOLUTION
record an interview with were mostly all white.
ITV Wales, we also will be
It is indeed refreshing to
Today,
the
socialist
and
featuring in a
see intelligence and new
liberal
governments
in
documentary coming up
tactics like this. I don't
on Vice. People are talking Canada have allowed
know, of course, how
mass
immigration
of
about us which in turn
many Independents from
Haitians,
Muslims,
central
helps us grow even
the NBU have made it into
African blacks, East
bigger. So if you are
town council elections;
Indians
and
asians
of
all
looking for flashing lights
but the premise is
types.
The
European
and bells you may be
absolutely correct. Too
character of Canada is
disappointed but if you
many "parties," there in
now
gone.
A
similar
want steady growth and
Britain and here in the
situation has occurred in US, have done the same
really care about your
England.
community then NBU is
old thing and expected
your natural home.
different results; as
One common trait of
Einstein said, that's one
socialist, liberal and
Gary Raikes
communist govern- ments definition of insanity. Far
is to reduce the national too many have been
LOSS OF NATIONAL
"costume clubs" that
character to the lowest
CHARACTER
never ran a single
common denominator.
candidate for anything.
In England, as well as in This is done by
Now, on a national level,
Canada, anyone that has globalization and multiwe all know that the
culturalism. By
been around for five
eliminating the better part entrenched powers will
decades or more, will
realize that the national of society (the Europeans) not be unseated by a third
party coming at them in
character of their country the chances of the
has changed appreciably. government being called elections. BUT THAT ISN'T
to account for its actions REALLY THE POINT! The
In Canada, in the 1950 to
point is to get people, on
are vastly reduced.
1960's era, there were
a grass-roots level, to
Just as in England, the job start thinking "outside the
Chinese decended from
the railway builders and of bringing the historical box" in the first place.
character of the county
gold miners, almost no
Fascist revolution is, first
blacks, a few East Indians back to what it was, can and foremost, a revolution
only be done by adopting in THOUGHT. Other forms
and no Muslims. The
Sir Oswald Mosley's
essential character of
may well be needed later
principles which are those -- but this is the place to
Canada consisted of
western Europeans with of the New British Union. start.
English, Scottish, Irish,
David Clark
Scandinavian, Italian,
Seth Tyrssen
French and German
members, etc. In other
words a very Eurocentric
population.
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FASCISM TODAY

generation radicalised by France the largest of the
the war. The most
Fascist movements was
Fascism is often labled by advanced thinkers of the formed by a particularly
its opponents as a 'right 'right' saw the way in
popular leader of the
wing reaction', or 'the last which the war unified
Communist Party, Jacques
resort of capitalism', and their nations above class, Doriot.
is often identified with
party and egotistical
repressive military
divisions. The most
MARXISM AND
regimes. None of this is advanced thinkers of the CAPITALISM
Fascism, and fortunately 'left', on the other hand,
in recent years a growing saw that national loyalty How then can seemingly
number of even liberal
is a stronger bond among antagonistic ideologies be
academics are seeking an the workers than 'class
considered in spirit and
accurate definition by
war' theories. Both came temperament the same,
which Fascism can be
together in what Mosley and in need of countering
objectively studied.
called the 'socialism of the by a 'Third Way'?
Hence, Roger Griffin of
trenches'. The returning Marxism arose in the 19th
Oxford for example has
veterans expecting the
Century as a reaction to
written that whilest
'land fit for heroes'
the social and economic
Fascism seeks national
promised them by the old upheavals caused by
rebirth this does not imply politicians, got instead
capitalism, but the
a conservative 'turning
depression, and once
reaction to capitalism was
back the clock'. Socialist again the old class and
another form of
AJ Gregor points out that party divisions rematerialism, which means
Fascism is niether 'pro
emerged.
that all questions of
capitialist nor anti-labour'. Hence the veterans and human relations are
Israeli academic Zeev
youth of many nations
reduced to a single
Sternheel has identified spontaneously formed
question of economics. It
'Fascist Socialism as
movements combining
is this materialism which
remaining revolutionary, national and social ideals is the blight of the world,
while rejecting Marxism. into what came to be
undermining all spiritual,
The fact is Fascism is a
generally called 'Fascism'. cultural and other values
union of both national and Mussolini had himself
that make humanity more
social principles, because been a most effective
than simply another
a true nation is itself a
leader of the Italian
animal species. Like
social unit, an extended Socialist Party. Mosley is capitalism, Marxism is
family.
credited even by liberal
also internationalist,
historians as being the
seeing nations as
SOCIALISM OF THE
most brilliant and up-and- hinderances to a world
TRENCHES
coming young politician
order, just as capitalism
the Labour Government sees nations as
When the world crisis of had, leaving his Cabinet boundaries to their
capitalism culminated in Ministers post because of unhindered worldwide
World War One it
Labours betrayal of the
growth.
produced a new
workers and veterans. In Barnett and Muller in their
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Global Reach: The ower of and frequently does so”.
the Multi-National
He explained that this
Corporations, state these network was headed by
capitalists see the
'international bankers'
'problem of irrational
whose power rested in
nationalism' with its
their control of money
differences in
creation, and who aimed
'psychological and cultural at “nothing less than to
attitudes' as hindering the create a world system of
developememnt of a
financial control able to
global economic structure. dominate the political
“Cultural nationalism is a systems of the world”.
serious problem because
it threatens the concept of
the Global shopping
REBELLION OF FASCISM
centre”.
Marx actually supported
Free Trade capitalism
because it “destroys the It was Fascism which
former nationalities”. Marx resisted this global
economic domination, by
was correct in his
appraisal: we see today making nations
that the global consumer economically selfsufficient (Autarchic). This
culture is destroying
was the real reason for a
traditional values, so
World War against
there is increasing
Fascism (when capitalism
similarity between
teamed up with
Japanese, American,
European, Chinese, New communisn) and for the
Zealander..... as our food, continued anti Fascist
frenzy 75 years after the
dress, modes of speech
and even our humour are wars end. Plutocracy fears
Fascism because its been
increasingly shaped by
global business planners the only system to
challenge them whilst
and advertisers, with
returning Peoples to a
youth the particular
sense of identity and
target.
The ultimate aim is what purpose that both
is now called New World capitalism and
communism deny.
Order. Americas most
eminent historian, Dr C
Quigley wrote, “There is AFP
an international network
which has no aversion to
working with communists
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So glad that I've
labour and they call
discovered you!Terry
themselves the party of
Martin sent me a friend
the normal Joe. But also
request on Facebook and combat 18 was formed to
then added me to New
protect against these
British Union secret
attacks but soon became
group. In the past I've
its own force and ruined
joined The National Front BNP efforts to not seem
and Britain First. But it all Nazi but due to using a
seems to be about egos symbol used by Nazi
and no-one wants to work officers and printing off
together. Your movement Nazi propaganda under
We need to be in
appears to actually want BNP it helped degrade the
control of our own
to bring about change.
party largely. So New
future. As Aristotle once When I was younger I
British Union must not
said "tolerance and
was an idealogical
make the same mistakes
apathy are the last virtues socialist/ communist,
like that do not allow us
of a dying society", and
actively involved with The to be attacked this can be
many people today,
Socialist Workers Party
achieved by it taking part
although they think they but the left do not have a in large scale demos and
way they do, show apathy clue concerning real
not running out for a
towards change, and
change. I am an admirer punch up which many
imply tolerance as a
of Oswald Mosley and
BNP members did. We
result. We are living in a consider that a true
must appeal locally and
dying society that seems revolution can only come get involved getting
happy to let the
from the right. I would
support we need but not
government decide how love to be a part of what getting attacked at the
their future will rest. I
you are seeking to
same time its a perfect
dream of a country where achieve so please do
idea that can't wrong it
people are free to speak
worked for BNP it can
as they wish without the
work for NBU without
fear of imprisonment and When the BNP saw a
getting attacked by
the label of a "racist",
small lived but good
anyone or thing as antfia
when all we wish for is a surge in support and
falls to chaos and labour
fair and just society whereincrease of its numbers it in crisis and other anti
we no longer pander to
was because it appealed patriot efforts being
foreign people who wish to local issues and local
slammed more online and
to come to OUR country people under the slogan even on the streets we
and inflict their own
rights for whites it was
can have the pleasure of
beliefs on us. The state of this that lifted them up to not being attacked unlike
our country is NOT ok,
there status of being well BNP when far left attacks
and I can't sit and watch known but it was stopped were new and interesting
any longer. Action needs by anti fascist and anti
to many leftists but now
to be made.
patriot efforts as well as they are old and there
true faces are coming out
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in fact I saw a story about
a man in a wheelchair
arguing I think with antfia
or taking part in a right
wing demo one of the
thugs threw water on the
man. So as they go into
chaos we can only rise.
Hail Britannia
Comrade D.C
CLAIRES CHALLENGE

It's been a while since we
had fly the flag day so I
think it's time to get your
flags out again for OUR
FLAG YOUR TOWN take a
picture of the Flash and
Circle on a landmark
where you live and share
it in The Blackshirt. I will
kick it off this month with
the flag on the pier at
Great Yarmouth, over to
you for the next issue.
Claire Ambler
NBU Regional Officer East
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Some of our first
Fascism is a movement hundreds of members
of action - a call to
have or can find various recruits waiting to be
kitted out
arms or a different way pieces (tell friends and
you can help!
family we are raising an
army, an army of action
Fascism has always been men!) we will be able to
associated with men of
put a number of full
action, our symbol stands complete sets together
for Action in Unity, the
out of everything that
best selling fascist
comes in.
newspaper in Britain was
called Action. The British We already have some
Union was led by a man figures with missing limbs
of Action and now today waiting to be patched up
we are calling for your
and returned to duty so
Action men!
please have a look in your
attics and sheds or visit
Yes NBU wants your
some boot sales see if you
original 1960's – 70's can pick something up for
Palitoy Action man figures pennies which we can
and equipment to help
turn into pounds!
raise funds. We do
everything differently to Action Man reports will be
the old failing parties,
included in every months
raising funds is no
Blackshirt issue.
exception.
Repackaged complete sets
We have set aside space
will also be for sale in
in the office to clean,
NBU Store. So what are
repair and repack vintage you waiting for? Get your
Action Man figures which
troops fell in and give
we will then sell on the
them their marching
collectors market to help
orders to ;
fund our operations.
Every original item will be
NBU Office
welcome as each piece
C/O Gary Raikes
will go to building
Hill of Colp Croft
complete sets of uniform
Turriff
etc. We are building lists
Aberdeenshire
of all original releases
AB53 8HL
between 1964 and 1974.
Scotland
This includes figures,
uniforms, equipment,
transport and even empty
boxes. Our hope is that if
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